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Religious understanding 

• An irreducible understanding, available to ‘insiders’, and 
comparable between different religions (and other belief 
systems?) 

• Could the ‘insider-ness’ needed be purely human? And 
therefore available to all? 

• Accepting human epistemological limits: we don’t ever 
know it all. 

• RE activities: use them for your classroom if you wish.  

• Judge the activities too: do they promote religious 
understanding?  

• Do they do this openly, and without coercion? 



Joining NATRE 

• Bronze membership: £75 
per year 

• 3 x RE Today 

• 3 x curriculum books 

• 12 x termly downloads 

• Over 500 resources on the 
members’ website 

• Discounts: 10% on books, 
courses 



Life as a journey 

A metaphor which promotes 
religious understanding in 
many faiths and traditions 



 



Guidebook for the journey of life: Notice the man selling guidebooks. These might 
be guidebooks for the journey of life. If you were asked to write the first page 
of the guidebook for the journey – what would you say?  What advice would 
you give?   

Pick a route: Notice the starting point – the baby in the pram leaving the hospital. 
The baby is setting out on her life journey.  If you could choose the route for 
her – where would she go?  What would you include and what would you 
avoid? Why have you picked this route?  Does a good life mean no suffering or 
do we need the stormy times too? 

Buildings: Notice the buildings on the journey.  8 shops, 2 sheds, religious 
buildings, a wedding chapel, a hospital – if you could take one thing from each 
building to help you on your journey of life, what would it be and why? 

Shopping: If you could choose something from only four of the shops to help you 
on your journey of life which would you choose and why? Put these four in 
order. Which matters most of all to you? Can you say why?  Now think about 
someone who is a Christian, Muslim, Jew or another religion: what would they 
choose and why? 

Before and after: This map shows the journey of life – but what about what 
happens before we are born and after we die?  Show your ideas using pictures 
/ symbols / colours and words.   Fold a sheet of paper diagonally. Bottom left: 
what you think came before this life? Top right: show what you think / believe 
happens after this life.  Do the same for a Hindu or Christian. 



 

Thomas Butler, 

9, in Year 5, has 

charted life’s 

journey as he 

sees it.  

Can he consider 

reflectively and 

sensitively some 

questions about 

life as a 

journey?  

Does he need to 

get some 

different faith 

viewpoints as 

well? 



 

Jack, 9, from Hartpury School has recognised the different 

ways people have of approaching life’s challenges. He’s 

also made a link to his understanding of Christian faith. 



 Thomas, 9, has written the opening page to his 
‘guidebook to life’ in some work on the Bible and 
sacred texts. He was able to do this after working on 
the ‘journey of life’ theme. 



 

10 year old 

Catherine from 

Meadowside 

PS gives her 

introduction to 

the guidebook 

to life. 



 
Emily, 7, has given us 

two great ideas about 

life before birth and life 

after death.  

The scaffolded 

structure enables her 

to put the ideas down 

in a controlled way. 

This shows some of 

the value of creative 

thinking in RE 



The meaning of death  by Alex Tandy Age 10 

I wonder: what’s the meaning of death?  

Why do people pass away?  

Gently fading into silence  

They are silent to this day. 
 

Why is there sound and silence?  

The twins to death and life  

Resonating through the ages  

With the drop of a knife  

 

Nobody remains here  

In the midst of noise and life  

But when they fall to silence  

Do they suffer any strife? 

 

Will we conquer death itself,  

Or will we go on dying?  

 

All across the world today  

There are people crying.  



Taking the work in an 
‘understanding religion’ 

direction: the Journey of Life: 
Sacraments 

How can the sacraments mark the 
turning points in life’s journey? Are they 
similar to ‘mileposts’ in other religions? 

How are they different? 

Thanks to Gerri Yates and her talented 
pupils at Our Lady Queen of Martyrs RC 

Primary in Durham 



Jesus is with you… 

loves you… cares 

for you… is with us 

all… 



“In confirmation 

you take the path of 

life into your own 

hands and make 

choices about God 

for yourself” 



John Bunyan, I shall never forget the day when you 
impinged on my life in rather a dramatic fashion. I 
was being kept in strict solitary confinement and 
had been totally alone for two or three years. I was 
not allowed to have any news whatsoever of the 
outside world nor did I have anything to read. The 
only words I uttered to another human being were 
to my guard when he brought me a simple meal 
three times a day. 

One day he came into my cell and handed me 
something. I couldn't see what it was as whenever 
he entered I had to wear a blindfold. After he had 
left I saw he had given me a postcard on which was 
written a simple message of encouragement from 
someone I didn't know. I turned the card over and 
it showed you in prison, sitting at a desk with a 
pen in your hand gazing out across the city of 
Bedford. 

 



 



“One pleasure for the visitor to York is that the Minster 
can gain your attention in many ways. Approaching the 
city from ten or twenty miles distant, it is the biggest 
thing in town, and rather impressive, even from far 
away. Sometimes, when you are walking the centre of 
the city, it looms unexpectedly above you, massive in 
its towers. When you look out of your room in the early 
morning, it rises from the mist in which the rest of the 
city is lost. From every view, it looks different. A 
noticeable, dark cube at ten miles only shows its 
stonemasons’ intricate skills at ten metres. Aerial 
photos from a balloon or a plane, above, show a 
cruciform shape that is hidden at ground level.”  



 



The insiders to the Minster may be Christians, or may be visitors, 
looking round, but not worshipping, interested, but not 
belonging. Is it illuminating to think of learning from the inside of 
the Minster as an activity, a possibility open to all? Is it also 
possible that learning from Christianity, from any religion, is an 
activity that happens when we go inside and look around, as 
visitors, rather than as members? This idea is about a method of 
study, a way of learning as well as about an attainment target. 
What insider learning is fitting when you take your pupils inside 
a faith that is not their own? 

You would not miss going in to the Minster if you visited York. 
Just so, teach RE so that the learners get the feel of the inside of 
the faith, as well as the impressive look from a distance, or of 
outside walls. 

 



 







 



 

One of the three jamarats at 

Makkah, pictured in 1953 







 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Is interpretation of these paintings 

aided by the category of ‘religious 

understanding’? I am arguing 

‘certainly, yes.’  

Because the sum of other 

disciplinary understandings – 

historical, artistic, literary and so on 

– leaves an irreducible core missing 



1. Who would true valour see, 
Let him come hither; 
One here will constant be, 
Come wind, come weather 
There’s no discouragement 
Shall make him once relent 
His first avowed intent 
To be a pilgrim. 

2. Whoso beset him round 
With dismal stories 
Do but themselves confound; 
His strength the more is. 
No lion can him fright, 
He’ll with a giant fight, 
He will have a right 
To be a pilgrim. 

 

 

 

3. Hobgoblin nor foul fiend 
Can daunt his spirit, 
He knows he at the end 
Shall life inherit. 
Then fancies fly away, 
He’ll fear not what men say, 
He’ll labour night and day 
To be a pilgrim. 



Academic, professional, practical 

• A defence of the value of the concept of religious 
understanding 

• Journey of life 

• Suffering and death 

• York Minster: outsider and insider compliment each other 

• Jamarats 

• Cycle of birth and death 

• Bonnell and Howson 

• John Bunyan: the pilgrim may be insecure, stuck, un-
knowing. But the journey goes on. 

 


